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LASER COMES TO LIFE!
Design meets high-tech
with the Datalogic Cobalto

A NEW STANDARD

How the new EU standard affects
the usage of food labels in the long run

JARLTECH App
d
Simply scan the QR Code an
download the App for free!

Also brand new - at least for Jarltech: the
ultra-rugged Toughbooks and Toughpads
from Panasonic. These are tablet PCs, convertible PCs and notebooks that defy all
external influences and applications with
their robust design. As a vendor, Panasonic
is not new to Jarltech, of course; we have
been successfully selling the award-winning
all-in-one POS systems for many years.
And one more important change will be evident at Jarltech in the next few weeks. Some
time ago, Honeywell took over their direct
competitor, Intermec. The two companies
are still working on the integration and we, of
course, do our best to make the transition as
smooth and unobtrusive as possible for you in cooperation with the relevant vendors.
This takes time, but soon the name Intermec
will disappear bit by bit on products and
services - not only at Jarltech. Should problems or questions arise, please contact your
sales representative.

Ulrich Spranger, CEO Jarltech Europe GmbH

Dear Jarltech Partner,
I am always initially critical when one of our
vendors starts loudly beating the drum for
a new product before its official launch. In
the case of the new laser scanner Cobalto
from Datalogic ... how should I say, I was
surprised. Positively, mind you. Various
opportunities for testing - directly at the vendor in Bologna and at the GITEX in Dubai have convinced me; we have already ordered
the first few thousand devices. My advice:
try it yourself.

New
Version

With kind regards,

Ulrich Spranger
ulrich.spranger@jarltech.com
PS: As for our speed, take a look at our video
»A Day at Jarltech« on YouTube. You will also
find more videos, also from the Networking
Dinner, on facebook.com/jarltech.
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Stay in touch with us and visit us today on Facebook and Twitter.
Learn about insights in our company, latest product news
and much more as a FAN on Facebook or FOLLOW US on Twitter!
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Discover the new all-in-one Colormetrics systems
The brand new Colormetrics models offer you even more potential in
terms of power and flexibility - as desktop or panel version. Performance-oriented hardware and the first 17" variant of this popular POS
system make selling it as easy as can be.

Whatever you throw at them - they keep tight! Thanks to their IP64sealed front panel, they are the ideal choice for the checkout, and not
only in hospitality. Numerous peripheral devices additionally make for
the optimum hardware basis at the checkout.

P3300
All-in-one POS system with a 17" touc

h screen

Elo 4209L: Cost-efficiency on 42"
The 4209L from Elo Touch Solutions is a large
format touchmonitor for interactive digital signage applications. With the 4209L you actively
integrate users in businesses, shopping centers, hotels and much more. Thanks to IntelliTouch Plus multi-touch technology it is ideally
suited for a large number of applications and
opens unimagined possibilities. When using
the corresponding application the 4209L provides orientation support, or offers an interactive information and shopping experience.
Its slim 67 mm housing is designed for easy
wall mounting. VGA and HDMI ports for video
transmission are integrated, standard.
Use the 4209L in public
areas without worry. The
glass surface is extremely
robust and successfully
passed the »Ball Test«
according to UL 60950.
The usage of clear glass,
the LED backlighting, the
large viewing angle, as well as the full HD
resolution ensure for brilliant colors, a life-like
presentation and an optical user experience.
An MTBF of 50,000 hours and a warranty
of 3 years ensure a long-term investment.
www.elotouch.com

New: Epson TM-iHub
Epson presents an enhanced generation
of its TM intelligent product family with the
devices of the TM-iHub Series. This second
generation of the Epson TM intelligent product line allows for the direct connection of
external devices to the receipt printer, giving
users the opportunity to also manage POS
peripheral devices (such as tablet PCs) from
mobile devices. Thanks to the XML-format-

ted transmitted commands, both new Epson
TM-iHub printers (Epson TM-T70-iHub and
TM-T88V-iHub) may be managed directly
from all mobile devices on which a common web browser is installed. This means it
is possible to print receipts, for example, as
well as to manage POS peripherals, such as
barcode scanners or POS drawers, all from
just one device. The Epson TM-iHub Series
thus provides the communications interface
between various POS systems one the one
side, and mobile devices (such as tablet PCs)
on the other side. They are ideal for all retail
and hospitality establishments which are
looking for POS
solutions based on
mobile devices.

New mobile Epson receipt printers:
TM-P20
With its new mobile TM-P20 Epson offers
compact and lightweight printers for sectors
such as retail, hospitality and all areas in which
receipts and sales slips must be
printed at the POS. The new
Epson devices are available
as variants TM-P20 BT and
TM-P20 Wi-Fi. Both systems
are noticeably more compact
and are nearly two-thirds lighter
than comparable models. Additionally, they
score well with high print speeds and a long
service life. Thanks to a generously dimensioned battery up to eight hours of operation
is possible with activated Bluetooth, or up to
six hours with activated Wi-Fi. The housing of
both printers is protected according to IP54
standards, for withstanding splash water from
all sides, as well as drops from waist level.
In both devices Epson's ePOS technology
is hard at work. Thus, the printers are able to
communicate over the Internet using all popular browsers supporting XML format.
Access to the systems is possible from
nearly all mobile devices, without having to
install drives or other software.

Intel Celeron G540 processor with 2.5

GHz

New Motorola TC70
Handheld mobile computer
With the TC70 you rely on an advanced
generation of professional mobile computer
in virtually any industry. Based on the Android operating system KitKat (4.4.2) the TC70
provides intuitive smartphone operation and
reduces investments into training and instructions to a minimum. The integrated Android
extension Extensions (Mx) also contains a
range of professional features and makes the
TC70 a full MDE for demanding applications.

P2100
en

Compact system with a 15" touch scre

ce and aluminium housing

Elegant looks with a bezel-free surfa

The 1.7 GHz dual core processor and 1 GB
RAM take care of the job everyday. The 4.7"
display with capacitive touch technology
also is operable with gloves - even when it's
wet. For simple documentation of shipping
damage, signatures and more,
there is an integrated powerful
8 MP camera with autofocus
in the rear. For fast and reliable
capture of barcodes the TC70
features an integrated imager
for all common 1D and 2D barcodes with the proven engine
SE4750.

iiyama 10 point touchscreens

– highly flexible and Windows 8 compatib

www.motorolasolutions.com

For messages
which need to be heard.
With the iiyama large format touchmonitors for interactive digital signage (IDS) you
target customer integration at the highest level. Available in sizes ranging between
32 and 65“ these full HD monitors are ideal for numerous areas of operation and
application: product and company information, entertainment and more – with the
iiyama IDS monitors information reaches its target.
Learn more at
www.iiyama.com

to
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32"

65"

ProLite T2236MSC-B1

ProLite T2735M

epson.jarltech.com
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DATALOGIC –
MUCH ADO ABOUT…
... COBALTO

The new laser presentation scanner
from Datalogic
See what happens when design meets high tech, in the
brand new Cobalto presentation scanner. The result: an
omni-directional laser presentation scanner with 1,500 scans
per second, a variable scanning distance and a great design.
Why all the talk about a laser scanner which »only« reads 1D barcodes?
Undisputedly, there is a market for these presentation scanners. There are
still plenty of applications (and users) for which 1D barcode capture suffices: pharmacies, several retail sectors, kiosks, and even for document
management in public administration and postal services. The customers
are there - go get them with the Cobalto!

Competitively priced
ec.

anning with 1,500 scans/s

Fast, omni-directional sc

EAS options
ce

d flexible reading distan

High motion tolerance an

Use its attractive price tag as an argument for itself, not to mention its
modern design, the high scanning speed and flexibility when reading barcodes. The entire package is highly convincing!
As always, learn more from your sales representative - simply call!

Tiltable scanning head

The luminous ring turns green
after a successful scan

Grip for easy usage
as a handheld scanner

Freely configurable acoustic
good scan confirmation

www.jarltech.com

www.jarltech.com

TICK TOCK,
TICK TOCK

Integrate

The clock is ticking:
Here's how you easily implement the new EU regulation
EU Regulation Nr. 1169/2011 is being talked about everywhere, but the total changeover is not yet complete. But
the clock is ticking: as of 13 December the requirement for
December
special labeling of allergens goes into effect. In plain text,
this means labeling all food ingredients and additives which could cause
allergic reactions by consumers.

13

That is the theory.
What does that mean for you?
All retailers and restaurants who freshly prepare and pack food must
implement these mandatory rules. More importantly, they must also
produce them - printed on-site, ideally with a printer you sell them! So
it is beneficial if you are in the know and give them the appropriate
hardware/software solution.

According to the regulation, ingredients which could cause allergies
must directly be listed with all the other ingredients, and not separately
on the package. They must be especially distinguished and clearly readable, for example, with the use of color, cursive or bold print. A total of
14 food and food ingredients are affected; among these are eggs, fish,
nuts and grains containing gluten.

Excellent!
With the printers of the PC and PM Series (formerly Intermec) Honeywell
already gives you everything you and your customers need, standard.
Simply use the Fingerprint programming language/Direct Protocol and
enter individual ingredients to be marked in italics or bold. And just like
that, the regulation has been met - simply, quickly and cost-effectively!

Win together:
Intermec is now part of Honeywell
Be among the winners with Honeywell and Intermec:
the joint product portfolio leaves no wish unfulfilled, and offers
unimagined opportunities. This includes barcode scanners, mobile
computers, vehicle terminals and printers – for every step of the
delivery chain, from production to retail.
Want to learn more?
Contact us at www.honeywellaidc.com
© 2014 Honeywell International Inc.

PM-Serie
Take the opportunity for additional business – Honeywell
and your partner in Jarltech sales will gladly support you.
Just call!

PC-Serie

www.jarltech.com

ZT400 –
ONLY PRAISE?
How do you make a top seller even
better? Zebra shows you how!
For years Zebra‘s ZM400 and ZM600 were the standard in mid-range label printing. Not anymore. The
newest stars in Zebra‘s sky belong to the ZT400 Series. These printers have been well received on the
market and the feedback thus far is very positive.

Why? Here are a few reasons:

► Print

quality

Up to now, your customers who
need a print resolution of 600 dpi
(24 dots/mm) for particularly small,
high resolution labels were forced
to acquire a high performance
industrial printer – with the corresponding price tag. The ZT400
Series offers variants with 200,
300 and 600 dpi – at a considerably more attractive price.

► Variants

► Maintenance

► Print

All models feature a standard integrated Ethernet port, Bluetooth,
as well as RS232 and USB interface. This reduces the variety of
variants, giving you the advantage
of finding the best possible model
for your customers faster. A freely
accessible SKU matrix streamlines
the change-over for all customers
wishing to make the switch from
ZM to ZT. Together, this simplifies
order management for you. Simply
ask your sales representative.

Zebra‘s software environment
Link-OS not only simplifies integration, but also allows for reliable
and easy remote maintenance,
even from any common mobile
device. Numerous features and
applications make the ZT400
Series entirely future-oriented.

There is not much to say: with a
print speed of up to 356 mm per
second the ZT400 Series is among
the elite.

In short:

Print labels for production, transportation, logistics,
retail and in healthcare – it has never been easier!
www.jarltech.com

speed

WINDOWS
OR ANDROID?

TOP OFFER
»POS PACKAGE SUPERWHITE«

Colormetrics P2100
»Versatile IP64-compliant POS system«

Both – capture real-time inventory data
with the Motorola MC3200
When it comes to efficient and reliable inventory
management, then your customers should immediately think of Motorola. Particularly the MC3000
Series has been setting the standard in this area
for years. The newest model, the MC3200 mobile
computer, even gives you your choice between
Windows and Android when you opt for the premium variant. In plain language, both operating systems run on one and the same platform. And should
the applications change, your customers make the
switch easily - from Android to Windows, from Windows to Android. Practical and economical.

• Robust checkout system with resistive
or PCAP touch monitor and stand

Motorola Solutions makes it easy for you and your
customers: the Android Jelly Bean version was
specifically enhanced for company applications. It
therefore features the corresponding security and
device management options. Even without them,
the MC3200 mobile computer is full of top features: an integrated 1D laser scanner or 2D barcode
imager, robust and IP54-certified housing, a faster
800 MHz or 1 GHz processor, all in a compact size.
A gun version and rotating revolver head, as well
as three different key layouts provide for maximum
flexibility.

Metapace K-1
»Professional cash drawer for work areas
with high demands«

Metapace T-3

• Robust and proven cash drawer

»Economical fully equipped top
quality printer«

VALUE ADDED DISTRIBUTOR

• Extremely reliable direct thermal printer
		with a 5-year warranty

Advanced Data Capture
Mobile Computing
Wireless Local Area Networks

Learn more about the advantages of the Motorola MC3200 –
from your sales representative. Simply call today!
MOTOROLA, MOTO, MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS and the stylized M logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Motorola Trademark Holdings, LLC and
are used under license. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. ©2014 Motorola Solutions. All rights reserved.

www.jarltech.com

Offer valid until 31 December 2014 while supplies last,
and cannot be combined with other special offers.

All offers are for resellers only, are non-binding and subject to correction.
Prices exclude VAT, images are similar, errors and misprints excepted.

www.jarltech.com

OUT WITH ECR,
IN WITH DT!
Do you like slim?
Then act now!

Managing
millions
of SKUs
worldwide
every day, with
eyes closed.

TM-T70II-DT

At least in relation to the POS there should be agreement here:
slim, visually appealing solutions, such as Epson's DT Series,
are more attractive than all the old electronic cash registers
out there.
And smarter.

TM-T88V-DT
Particularly smaller and medium-sized businesses will appreciate
the added values the Epson TM-88V-DT or TM-T70II-DT brings to
them:
• The intelligent POS printers simplify driverless printing from tablets
and smartphones, for flexible consultations and cashier transactions
directly »with the customer«.

• The POS software runs either locally on the printer or as a web
application in the Cloud. It is low maintenance, since you easily 		
perform everything via the web.

• Just like a PC, the DT POS printers feature their own processor, 		
as well as local memory for software and back-ups. They additionally
function as a fully adequate controller for common POS peripherals.
That means you also manage the cash drawer and barcode scanner
comfortably via a mobile device.

• The built-in server and local memory effectively protect against
data loss and failures.
• The integrated Communication Box Technology allows for the 		
usage of many common mobile devices as input and output devices for spot-on customer communication, management tasks, simple
content management and advertising purposes.

www.datalogic.com
Regardless of how many stores you operate, how
many SKUs you stock, or how many employees
you have, Datalogic can help you achieve more.
Precise automatic data capture solutions and
flexible industrial automation systems bring
vision to every level of retail.
CobaltoTM omnidirectional presentation laser

Secure top pricing on Epson's DT Series
until the year's end – call now!

scanner guarantees an excellent value and
outstanding performance in a stylish and
full-featured product.

RETAIL

www.jarltech.com

MANUFACTURING

T&L

HEALTHCARE

Touch solutions

for retail – from one source

Enhance the retail experience with the innovative interactive products from Elo Touch Solutions.
Equipped with industry-leading touchscreen technology, Elo products offer a high degree of
reliability around the clock. To make your decision for Elo Touch Solutions easier, consider the
3-year standard warranty, easy integration and professional grade hardware components »built
to touch«.
Create an interactive retail world and develop omnichannel concepts with
Elo’s broad product portfolio:
• Desktop and open-frame touchmonitors for Point-of-Information and kiosks
• All-in-one touchcomputers for Point-of-Sale
• Large format touchmonitors for Interactive Digital Signage
• Retail tablet for mobile sales support and mobile check-outs
For more information about the interactive solutions
from Elo Touch Solutions visit www.elotouch.com
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